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[57] ABSTRACT 
A device for waterproo?ng around a terminal bolt com 
prising an electric insulator secured on a shank of the 
terminal bolt, which is located inside a casing a grom 
met, made of an elastic material, is tightly ?tted in an 
opening of the casing that is located in contact with the 
electric insulator at the bottom of the grommet. The 
grommet has an insertion hold through which the outer 
portion of the terminal bolt, which projects from the 
casing, extends. A rigid sleeve, which has a top ?ange, 
is tightly ?tted in the insertion hole of the grommet 
between the outer portion of the terminal bolt and the 
grommet, such that the length from the bottom of the 
top ?ange to the lower end of the sleeve is less than the 
depth of the insertion hole of the grommet. 

6 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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FIG. 2 

FIG. 3 
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DEVICE FOR WATERPROOFING AROUND 
TERMINAL BOLT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a device for water 
proo?ng around a terminal bolt, and particularly relates 
to a waterproo?ng device for preventing water from 
entering from around a terminal bolt projecting from 
the casing of a coaxial starter. 

In a coaxial starter, an electromagnetic switch is pro 
vided at one end of a DC motor in such a manner that 
the actuator of the switch, the armature shaft of the 
motor and an output rotary shaft are disposed coaxially 
to each other, as disclosed in the Japanese Patent Appli 
cation Examined Publication No. 52773/82. Since the 
electromagnetic switch is provided at one end of the dc 
motor, a terminal bolt for electrically connecting the 
battery of a vehicle to the plus brush of the motor 
through the ?xed and movable contacts of the switch 
projects from the casing of the coaxial starter. In a 
conventional device for waterproo?ng the portion of 
the casing, through which the terminal bolt extends, a 
rubber grommet having a groove on the outside circum 
ferential surface of the grommet is ?tted in an opening 
of the casing so as to engage the edge of the casing 
around the opening thereof in the groove of the grom 
met, the terminal bolt is inserted through the center 
hole of the grommet, and a nut as a tightening member 
is screw-engaged with the terminal bolt so as to put the 
grommet in pressure contact with the casing around the 
opening thereof. However, since the nut directly 
presses the grommet onto the casing, the nut can be 
rotated to any extent as far as the grommet is deformed 
by the nut. For that reason, there is a problem that it is 
very dif?cult to properly set the degree of tightening of 
the nut onto the grommet. Besides, since the nut is in 
contact with the grommet but not with the casing, the 
nut is always in an insuf?ciently tightened state. For 
that reason, there is another problem, in that the nut and 
a lead wire for attaching a lead wire extending from the 
battery or the brush are very likely to loosen due to the 
intense vibration of the vehicle. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention was made in order to solve the 
above-mentioned problems. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a device for waterproo?ng around a terminal 
bolt projecting from a casing through the notch thereof, 
in which a waterproo?ng grommet is always kept in 
tight contact with a prescribed surface by constant 
pressure, and a tightening member such as a nut does 
not loosen due to vibration or the like. 
The device comprises an electric insulator secured on 

the shank of the terminal bolt, which is located inside 
the casing. A grommet, made of an elastic material, is 
tightly ?tted in the opening of the casing, that is located 
in contact with the electric insulator at the bottom of 
the grommet. The grommet has an insertion hole 
through which the outer portion of the terminal bolt, 
which projects from the casing, extend. A rigid sleeve, 
which has a top ?ange, is tightly ?tted in the insertion 
hole of the grommet, between the outer portion of the 
terminal bolt and the grommet, such that the length 
from the bottom of the top ?ange to the lower end of 
the sleeve is smaller than the depth of the insertion hole 
of the grommet. The sleeve is ?tted on the terminal bolt. 
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2 
A nut is engaged with the terminal bolt and tightened. 
Instead of that, the sleeve may be threaded on the inside 
circumferential surface thereof to act as a nut. Since the 
nut engaged with the terminal bolt is tightened, the 
sleeve is moved deeper into the insertion hole of the 
grommet and the top flange of the sleeve downwardly 
presses the grommet toward the top of the electric 
insulator provided around the shank of the terminal bolt 
so that the grommet is deformed and, therefore, tightly 
?tted on the peripheral surface of the sleeve. When the 
grommet is pressed to an appropriate extent by the top 
?ange of the sleeve, the lower end of the sleeve comes 
into contact with the top of the insulator so that the 
sleeve cannot be moved in any deeper. Since the rigid 
sleeve is thus tightened by the nut, the nut is very ?rmly 
?xed to the terminal bolt. As a result, the pressure on 
the grommet is kept constant, and the sleeve and the 
nut, which act to apply the pressure to the grommet, do 
not loosen due to vibration or the like. Therefore, the 
reliability of the device is high. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a cutaway sectional view of a coaxial 
starter provided with a device which is an embodiment 
of the present invention and is for waterproo?ng 
around the terminal bolt of the starter; 
FIG. 2 shows a front view of a brush support and 

terminal assembly which is a component of the coaxial 
starter and includes the terminal bolt; 
FIG. 3 shows a rear view of the brush support and 

terminal assembly and indicates a line I—I along which 
the sectional view shown in FIG. 1 is taken; and 
FIG. 4 shows a sectional view of the brush support 

and terminal assembly along a line IV--IV shown in 
FIG. 3. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENT 

An embodiment of the present invention is hereafter 
described in detail with reference to the drawings at 
tached hereto. . - 

FIG. 1 shows a coaxial starter 10 provided with a 
waterproo?ng device for waterproo?ng around the 
terminal bolt 11 of the starter. The terminal bolt 11 is a 
part of a brush support and terminal assembly 12 includ 
ing a plastic plate 14 having a circular opening 13 in the 
central portion of the plate as shown in FIGS. 2 and 4. 
The top of the plate 14 is ?tted with the terminal bolt 11 
whose butt portion is coated with a molded plastic 
constituting the plate. The bottom of the plate 14 is 
?tted with a terminal 15 having an L-shaped longitudi 
nal section and coated with the molded plastic. Four 
brushes 16 are supported on one side of the plate 14 so 
that the brushes are movable in the radial direction of 
the circular opening 13. Pushing forces for moving the 
brushes 16 toward the center of the opening 13 are 
always applied to the brushes by springs 17. Two ?xed 
contacts 18 and 19 are provided on the other side of the 
plate 14 and project therefrom. The ?xed contacts 18 
and 19 are formed integrally with the terminal bolt 11 
and the terminal 15 as shown in FIG. 4, and are electri 
cally connected to the bolt and the terminal, respec 
tively, so that the bolt serves as a terminal for the 
contact 18, and the terminal 15 serves for the other 
contact 19. The terminal 15 has a mounting portion 15a 
extending horizontally, and another mounting portion 
15b extending vertically from one end of the former. 
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Each of the mounting portions 150 and 15b has a tapped 
hole 20. The electric coil lead of the electromagnetic 
switch 40 of the coaxial starter 10 is attached to the 
mounting portion 15a by a screw. A U-shaped connec‘ 
tor 21 shown in FIG. 2 is attached to the other mount 
ing portion 1512 by a screw 22 extending through the 
hole 23 of the connector and engaged in the tapped hole 
20 of the mounting portion. The ends of lead wires 24 
extending from the plus brushes 16 are connected to 
both the side portions of the U~shaped connector 21 by 
welding or the like. U-shaped metal plates 25 are at 
tached to both the middle-height portions of the plastic 
plate 14 in such a manner that each of the U-shaped 
metal plates pinches the plastic plate. Lead wires 26 
extending from the minus brushes 16 are connected to 
the portions of the U-shaped metal plates 25 on one side 
of the plastic plate 14. The other portions of the metal 
plates 25 on the other side of the plastic plate 14 are 
provided with tapped holes 27 which extend to the 
plastic plate and are used to secure the brush support 
and terminal assembly 12 to the rear cover 28 of the 
coaxial starter 10 when the assembly is mounted in the 
starter so that the metal plates serve as grounding termi 
nals electrically connected to the casing of the starter. 
An electric insulator 30 is constituted by the plastic 
molded on the butt portion of the terminal bolt 11. 
The brush support and terminal assembly 12 is 

pinched between the rear cover 28 of the coaxial starter 
10 and the rear end of the yoke 34 of the dc motor 31 of 
the starter so that a commutator 33 belonging to the 
motor and mounted on the armature shaft 32 thereof is 
located in the center opening 13 of the plastic plate 14. 
Screws 35 are inserted through the holes of the rear 
cover 28 and engaged in the tapped holes 27 of the 
metal plates 25 so that the assembly 12 is secured to the 
coaxial starter 10. The terminal bolt 11 projects out 
ward through the notch 36 of the casing composed of 
the rear cover 28 and the yoke 34. The insulator 30 is 
located inside the casing. 
The constitution and operation of the waterproo?ng 

device are described below. The device comprises the 
electric insulator 30, a grommet 37 and a ?anged sleeve 
38. The grommet 37 is made of an elastic material such 
as rubber and ?tted in the notch 36 of the casing so that 
the peripheral projection of the grommet is engaged 
with the edge of the casing around the notch and the 
bottom of the grommet is in contact with the top of the 
insulator 30. The terminal bolt 11 projects outward 
through the insertion hole of the grommet 37 whose 
inside diameter is larger than the diameter of the bolt. 
The ?anged sleeve 38 is provided around the terminal 
bolt 11 and ?tted in the insertion hole of the grommet 
37. Since the inside diameter of the sleeve 38 is equal to 
the outside diameter of the terminal bolt 11 and the 
outside diameter of the sleeve is equal to the inside 
diameter of the grommet 37, the sleeve is tightly ?tted 
both on the terminal bolt 11 and in the insertion hole of 
the grommet. The length from the bottom of the top 
?ange 38a of the sleeve 38 to the lower end thereof is 
smaller than the depth of the insertion hole of the grom 
met. 

When a nut 39 is engaged with the terminal bolt 11 
and tightened onto the sleeve 38, the top ?ange 38a of 
the ?ange presses the top of the grommet 37 and the 
sleeve is moved deeper into the insertion hole of the 
grommet so that the tightness of the grommet to the 
casing and the insulator 30 is increased and the deforma 
tion of the grommet pressed by the sleeve results in 
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4 
increasing the tightness of the grommet to the periph 
eral surface of the sleeve. The pressure thus applied to 
the grommet 37 always prevents a water entry clear 
ance from being generated. 
When the top ?ange 38a of the sleeve 38 is pressed 

onto the grommet 37 to a desired extent by the tight 
ened nut 39, the lower end of the sleeve comes into 
contact with the top of the insulator 30. For that reason, 
the sleeve 38 is thereafter not moved inward, no matter 
how strongly the nut 39 is tightened. Therefore, the 
pressure on the grommet 37 is kept constant. Since the 
nut 39 is strongly tightened onto the ?xed rigid sleeve 
38, the degree of ?xation of the nut to the terminal bolt 
11 is enhanced. For that reason, the nut 39 is unlikely to 
loosen due to vibration or the like, and an attaching nut 
for attaching a lead wire on the nut 39 by pinching the 
wire between both the nuts can be also ?rmly and stably 
tightened to the lead wire and the nut 39. 
Thus, the waterproo?ng device not only prevents 

water from entering into the coaxial starter 10 along the 
terminal bolt 11, but also prevents the grommet tighten 
ing nut 39 from loosening in long-period use. 
The coaxial starter 10 also includes an electric coil 41, 

an actuator rod 42, a movable contact 43 for connecting 
the ?xed contacts 18 and 19 to each other, an output 
rotary shaft 44 and a pinion 45, as shown in FIG. 1. 
The present invention in not con?ned to the above 

described embodiment, but may be embodied or prac 
ticed in other various ways without departing from the 
spirit or essential character thereof. For example, the 
sleeve 38 may be threaded on the inside circumferential 
surface thereof to act as a nut, instead of providing the 
nut 39. Besides, the sleeve 38 may be composed of a 
portion extending in the insertion hole of the grommet 
37, and the top ?ange 38a provided separately from that 
portion and threaded on the inside circumferential sur 
face of the ?ange to act as a nut. In either case, the 
pressure of the sleeve 38 onto the grommet 37 depends 
on the length of the portion of the sleeve, which extends 
in the insertion hole of the grommet. The length of the 
portion can be appropriately designed depending on the 
material of the grommet 37. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A device for waterproo?ng around a terminal bolt, 

having a shank and an outer portion projecting from a 
casing through an opening thereof having an opening 
edge, comprising: 

an electric insulator secured on the shank of said bolt, 
which is located inside said casing; 

a grommet made of an elastic material and having a 
top and bottom portion, said bottom portion being 
sized in one dimension to be tightly ?tted against 
said opening edge and sized inanother dimension 
to be located in contact with said insulator, said 
grommet having an insertion hole through which 
the said outer portion of said bolt, which projects 
from said casing, extends; and 

a rigid sleeve having a top end ?ange and a lower end 
and being tightly ?tted in said hole between said 
outer portion and said grommet. 

2. A device according to the claim 1, wherein the 
length from the bottom of the top end ?ange of said 
rigid sleeve to said lower and thereof is smaller than the 
depth of the insertion hole of said grommet. 

3. A device according to the claim 1, wherein said 
rigid sleeve has an insert circumferential surface and is 
threaded on at least a part of said surface. 
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4_ A device according to claim 1, wherein said rigid ?ange, has an inside circumferential surface and is 
sleeve is composed of a portion extending in said inser- threaded on at least a part of sald surface' 
tion hole of said rommet and a_d t n _ 6. A device according to claim 1 wherein said top 

g ’ s 1 op ange ‘5 pro‘ portion of said grommet is sized to overlap said opening 
vided separately from said portion. 5 edge, 

5. A device according to claim 4, wherein the top * * * * * 
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